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Several measures of syntactic omplexity in mathematical linguistics allow 
infinitely many sentences to share a complexity value. Thus there is doubt 
about he existence of bounds on the memory requirements of parsing mecha- 
nisms in terms of the complexities of their inputs. This paper establishes the 
existence of such bounds for all measures which satisfy certain postulates. 
The general theorems are applied to the familiar measures of depth, nesting, 
and self-embedding, as well as to a new measure. The methods of proof lead to 
unexpected linguistic interpretations of the results. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In most studies of computational complexity there is little doubt as to how 
to measure the complexity of the input to an algorithm; we use the length of a 
string, the absolute value of an integer, and the number of nodes and arcs 
in a graph. Nor is there doubt that the complexity of the computation is 
bounded by some function of the complexity of the input; each complexity 
value is assumed by only finitely many inputs. In mathematical linguistics, 
however, there is an anomalous ituation. Several measures for the syntactic 
complexity of sentence structures have been proposed, infinitely many 
sentence structures can share a complexity value, and there has been some 
disagreement over the abilities of these measures to bound the resource 
requirements of whatever algorithms people use when they listen to each 
other. 
To see the possible usefulness of syntactic complexity measures, let us 
suppose that a measure/z is such that sentences which are simple according 
to/z are also easy to understand. (Terms like "simple" and "easy" might be 
quantified or might only reflect crude comparisons.) I f  a sentence is hard to 
understand, then only complex hypotheses about its structure should be 
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considered. I f /z  also has the converse property and a sentence is easy to 
understand, then it must have a simple structure. A well-motivated measure 
of syntactic omplexity could thus narrow the range of hypotheses to be 
considered in determining the structures of sentences. 
Yngve (1960) proposed epth of postponed symbols as a measure of syntactic 
complexity. Miller and Chomsky (1963, pp. 472-475) criticized this measure 
on both empirical and mathematical grounds. The empirical aspect of the 
critique is lucid and persuasive, but the mathematical spect is perplexing. 
Stress is laid upon the existence of a construction ~g such that, "given a 
grammar G and an integer m, 7I(G, m) is a finite transducer M that takes a 
sentence x as input and gives as output a structural description F(x)... 
wherever F(x) has a degree of self-embedding of no more than m" (Miller 
and Chomsky, 1963, p. 468). This is taken as evidence that degree of self- 
embedding is a peculiarly well-motivated measure because "self-embedding 
is ... precisely the property that distinguishes context-free languages from the 
regular languages" (Miller and Chomsky, 1963, p. 469). Here, however, the 
word "self-embedding" refers not to a complexity measure but to a property 
of nonregular context-free languages. Every grammar for such a language 
must have at least one nonterminal A which is self-embedding: there are 
nonnull strings 6 and ~b such that 6A~b is derivable from A (Chomsky, 1959, 
Theorem 11). The proof of this theorem includes an effective construction 
of a finite device, but this Construction is quite different from the 7 t referred 
to above. 
Let us restate the two theorems on constructions very carefully in the 
current erminology of formal language theory, as in Hopcroft and Ullman 
(1969). 
THEOREM 1.1 (Chomsky, 1959, Section 6). Let G be a context-free 
grammar in Chomsky normal form such that, whenever G has productions 
A -+ BC and A --> B'C', then B :/: C and BC either shares no symbols with 
B' C' or is the same as B' C'. I f  G has no self-embedding onterminals, then there 
is an effectively constructible finite automaton M(G) such that the language 
accepted by M( G) is the language generated by G. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let G be a context-free grammar and let C be a positive 
integer. There is an effectively constructible finite automaton M(G, C) such that 
the language accepted by M(G, C) is the set of strings to which G can assign 
structural descriptions ofcomplexity less than C. Furthermore, there is an effective 
map from the set of accepting computations for each string onto the set of structural 
descriptions for that string which have complexity less than C. 
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For complexity measured by degree of self-embedding, Theorem 1.2 has 
~o proof in the literature. The primary purpose of this paper is to prove 
Theorem 1.2 for any syntactic complexity measure that satisfies some 
reasonable postulates and then for several specific measures of linguistic 
interest. An important secondary purpose is to clarify the significance of the 
theorem as a reason for preferring one measure over another. 
Miller and Chomsky (1963, Section 2.1) seem to believe that Theorems 1.1 
and 1.2 provide strong motivation for degree of self-embedding, some 
motivation for another measure called degree of nesting, and no motivation for 
depth of postponed symbols. On the other hand, Bar-Hillel, Kasher, and 
Shamir (1967, p. 39) consider it "clear that nesting is the main phenomenon 
responsible for syntactic omplexity of sentences". The two sets of authors 
appear to agree on the mathematics but disagree on the assertions about 
"responsibility" which the mathematics supports. Both sets of authors 
appear to credit Theorem 1.2 for part of the superiority of nesting/self- 
embedding over depth, yet Theorem 1.2 is also true for the depth measure 
(Yngve, 1960, pp. 445-450). We will find that the issues here are clarified, 
but not decided, by considering a proof for Theorem 1.2 as well as the 
assertion itself. 
Before proceeding, we display another statement for comparison with 
Theorem 1.2. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let G be a context-free grammar and let C be a positive 
integer. There is an effectively constructible finite automaton M(G, C) such that 
language accepted by M(G, C) is included in the language generated by G and 
includes the set of strings to which G can assign structural descriptions of com- 
plexity less than C. Furthermore, there is an effective map from the set of accepting 
computations for each string into the set of structural descriptions for that string, 
and each structural description with complexity less than C is the image of an 
accepting computation. 
The automaton of Theorem 1.3 is guaranteed to handle the simple (i.e., 
complexity less than C) structures and to avoid assigning structures 
incorrectly. Unlike the automaton of Theorem 1.2, it might be able to deal 
with some of the more complicated structures. Theorem 1.3 is formally 
weaker than Theorem 1.2 and a little more cumbersome to state, but it will 
be found to be more significant. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. The mathematical notations to be used 
are explained in Section 2. We define several specific measures of syntactic 
complexity in Section 3. In addition to depth, nesting, and self-embedding, 
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we define a new measure "bidepth", which is related to depth but is not 
subject to the same empirical objections. Section 4 compares the measures 
of Section 3 with three abstract postulates. Given a grammar, a measure that 
satisfies the postulates, and a complexity bound, Sections 5 and 6 construct 
two abstract nondeterministic parsing machines with properties reminiscent 
of Theorems 1.3 and 1.2. In Section 7 we do the technical chores involved in 
deriving the theorems in full from the results of Section 6. The measures 
covered include the three familiar ones and the new measure bidepth. We 
summarize our conclusions in Section 8. This paper is a condensation of a 
technical report (Rosen, 1973). A limited number of copies of the report are 
available from the author. 
2. NOTATIONS 
We use several common mathematical notations, such as V (for all), 
3 (there is), and N (the set of nonnegative integers). The value of a function F
at an argument x is Fx or F ,  or F[x], with round brackets reserved for grouping 
purposes and for specifying finite sequences by listing. Note that FGx is 
equivalent o F[G[x]]. I f  F is a function and U is a subset of the domain 
DomF of possible arguments forF, thenF/A  U is the restriction ofF  to U. 
I f  V is any set, then V. is the set of all finite rooted trees with nodes 
labelled by members of V and with a "left-to-right" ordering imposed on the 
children of each node. We identify each node with the string of nonnegative 
integers telling how to reach it from the root. Thus, the root is the null 
string ().  The label at node n in tree R is just the function value Rn. 
The "Dewey decimal" notation for trees sketched above has often been 
suggested. Brainerd (1969, Section 2) showed that it leads to convenient 
definitions for basic operations on trees. These definitions will not be repeated 
here, but informal explanations will be supplied. Formal definitions are 
supplied whenever eference to Brainerd (1969) is insufficient. 
The ancestor elation among nodes is denoted ANC. Counting each node 
among its own ancestors (and hence among its own descendants) i  convenient. 
The closest proper ancestor of any nonnull string n of integers is the parent 
PAR n of n. 
Any tree R has a domain Dom R _C N*, the set of nodes in R. I f  m e Dom R, 
then the children of m in R are the nodes n in Dom R such that PAR n = m. 
The leftmost child of m is the string m - (0), consisting of m followed by zero. 
The left-to-right ordering is denoted A. Unlike ANC, A is irreflexive; no 
node n has n An.  
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DEFINITION 2.1. For any tree R ~ V . ,  the left boundary is the minimal 
subset a0R of Dom R such that ( ) a aoR and, for all n ~ Dora R with n @ ( ) ,  
n ~ a0R iff PAR n ~ a0R and n is the leftmost child of PAR n. The right 
boundary aiR is defined similarly. The boundary a2R is the union a0R u aiR. 
Now we consider operations involving the labels. I f  R ~ V , ,  then 
R: Dom R--~ V and any function f :  V ~ W can be applied after R. The 
resu l t f  o R is a function mapping Dom R into W, with ( f  o R)n = fRn. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For any function f :  V ~ W, define f . :  V .  ~ W.  by 
set t ing f .R  =fo  R for all R E V . .  
Two very important operations deal with both the labels and the arrange- 
ment of the nodes. I f  R a V.  and m E Dom R, the subtree of R rooted at m is 
a tree denoted R/m. For each ordered pair (n, x) E R with m ANC n, n has 
the form m'p for some p ~ N* and (p, x)E R/m. The node p is uniquely 
determined by m and n; it may be thought of as the "address" of n relative 
to m. We write p = n/m. 
I f  R/m is not to our liking, we may replace it with another tree S, leaving R 
unchanged otherwise. The new tree R(m 4-- S) has 
R(m-~-S) /m=S.  
A replacement frequently performed will be R(m ~-- S), where S has just 
one node and that one node is labelled Rm. We will write simply R(m ~-- Rm), 
using a member Rm of V in a context where a tree is required. In general, 
any A ~ V may be thought of as the tree with just one node and with that 
node labelled A. This is like the usual convention for strings, where A is 
thought of as the string (A) of length unity in V*. 
One more new operation will be needed. Suppose we have R, S ~ V ,  and 
m ~ Dora R. In the new tree T = R(m +- S), each node p ~ Dom S corre- 
sponds to the node m - p e Dom T, with T[m • p] ~ Sp. We could form a 
table showing how each p eDomS is "relocated" by mapping it to 
m • p E Dom T. Such a table would itself be a tree, with domain Dom S 
and nodes labelled by strings of integers. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let S be a tree and let m ~ N*. Then m • S is the tree 
in (N*) .  with domain Dora S, such that 
(Vp E Dom S)[(m • S)p = m "p]. 
We conclude this section with slightly nonstandard efinitions of finite 
automata, context-free grammars, and structural description trees. The 
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unusual aspects of our definitions are technically convenient here and do 
not disturb the standard :'esults in formal language theory. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A fin ;re automaton is any sextuple M = (K, Z, [], 8, i, K1i ) 
such that K and Z are disioint finite sets and 
(1) [] ¢ z, 
(2) 3: K × (Z U {E]}) --~ 2 K, and 
(3) i~KandKf iC_  K. 
Unlike the standard &:finition (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969, Section 3.3), 
this definition allows the mtomaton to change state without reading input. I f  
states p and q have q ~ 3( p, D), then M can go from state p to state q before 
reading the next input symbol. The automata we construct will be quite 
sedate in this respect: ~(~, ~]) J= ;~ implies 3(p, a) = ~ for all a ~X, and 
no sequence of transitiom can loop without reading at least one input symbol. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A :ontext-free grammar (CFG) is any quintuple 
G = (VN, <,  Vr,  P ,X~ such that VN and V r are disjoint finite sets, 
X ~ VN, and 
(a) < is a transitive irreflexive relation on VN, 
(b) PC_VN × (VN U Vr)* and is finite, 
(c) each (A, co) ~/: has oJ @ ( ) ,  and 
(d) all A, B ~ VN ~ ~ith (A, B) ~ P have A < B. 
Conditions (a) and (d) tbove rule out loops in which a nonnull sequence of 
application of rules leads from A back to A, since this absurd situation 
implies A < A. Otherwise, we have the standard notion of nonerasing 
context-free grammars (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969, Section 2.3). As usual, 
we will write A--* oJ rather than (A, ~o) and call the ordered pairs in P 
"productions". 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let G = (VN, <,  VT,P ,X)  be a CFG and set 
V = VN L; Vr .  A tree R ~ V. is generated by G iff, whenever n ~ Dora R 
and n has K children n • (0) ..... n • (K  -- 1) in R with K =/= 0, then A ~ co e P, 
where 
(i) A = Rn 
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and co is the string (co0, O91 .... ) of length K defined by 
(ii) (vk < K)(co~ = R[n - (k)]). 
Note that any tree with just one node is generated by G. The trees generated 
by G that are rooted in X and have all leaves labelled by terminals (i.e., 
members of Vr) are what linguists would call "structural descriptions" or 
"phrase structure diagrams" for the sentences generated by G. For the sake of 
inductive arguments, we will consider a somewhat wider class of trees. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let G = (VN, <, VT, P, X) be a CFG. Let A e VN 
and let ¢ E V* with ¢va  ( ) .  A tree R c V.  is a structural description for ¢ 
as A under G iff 
(1) G generates R, 
(2) R( ) = A, and 
(3) YieldR = ¢. 
(Recall that the yieM of a tree is the string formed by the labels on the leaves 
in left-to-right order.) 
When G is understood, SD(¢, A) will denote the set of all structural 
descriptions for ¢ as A under G. The prohibition of loops in CFG's  ensures 
that each set SD(~b, A) is finite. Each x ~ VT* that belongs to the language 
L(G) generated by G has a nonempty set SD(x, X) of structural descriptions 
in the usual narrow sense. We will use the phrase "structural description" 
in both senses because the context will always disambiguate it. 
3. MEASURES OF SYNTACTIC COMPLEXITY 
After defining the three familiar measures and a new measure, we will 
remark on some elementary properties and consider some natural language 
examples that illustrate the differences between the measures. In order to 
define all the measures in a uniform style, we will depart from the original 
formulations, but the equivalences between our definitions and the original 
ones will be quite obvious. 
In general, we will specify a measure /~ for trees with labels from an 
arbitrary set V by first specifying a function 
/~: V.  × N* ~ N, (3.1.1) 
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which assigns an integer to each pair (tree, node). The function/x will then be 
extended to deliver values on trees as well as by the rule 
/xR ~ max{/z(R, n) I n • Dom R}. (3.1.2) 
Since the passage from (3.1.1) to (3.1.2) is common to all our measures, we 
need not repeat it. 
The first and simplest of the measures i  depth, which is closely related to 
the resource requirements of a natural nondeterministic topdown parsing 
method (Yngve, 1960, pp. 445450). Large complexity values are associated 
with nodes that have many right siblings and that have parents with large 
values. 
DEFINITION 3.2 (Yngve, 1960, p. 449). For all R • V,  and n • N*, the 
r@t  depth p(R, n) in R of n is specified recursively by 
p(R, n) = if n : ( ) then 0 else 
p(R, PARn)  @ [{p •DomR [PARp : PARn and nAp}l ,  
where ] E I is the number of members of the set E. 
The choice of right siblings here is rather arbitrary. We could equally well 
consider bottom-up arsing and associate large complexity values with nodes 
that have many left siblings and that have parents with large values (Miller 
and Chomsky, 1963, p. 473). 
DEFINITION 3.3. For all R e V,  and n • N*, the left depth A(R, n) in R 
of n is specified recursively by 
A(R, n) = i f  n = ( ) then 0 else 
A(R, PAR n) if- I{m • Dom R [ PAR m = PAR n and m A n}I. 
Right and left depth are so similar that we refer to them collectively as a 
single measure (called "depth", of course) when comparing them with other 
measures. The depth measures' asymmetry can be avoided if we agree that a 
node is only to be considered eeply within a tree if both measures associate 
a large value with the node. 
DEFINITION 3.4. For all R ~ V,  and n E N*, the bidepth/?(R, n) in R of n 
is/3(R, n) =- min{p(R, n), A(R, n)}. 
Despite its simple relation to depth, bidepth is a new measure which in 
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some ways resembles two other measures in the literature: nesting and self- 
embedding. We will define nesting first. 
The second sentence from the abstract of this paper could be rephrased less 
readably as "thus the existence of bounds on the memory requirements of 
parsing mechanisms in terms of the complexities of their inputs is in doubt". 
This has the form "thus the existence of [NP] is in doubt", where NP is a 
long noun phrase nested within the sentence, in the sense that it is both 
preceded and followed by other matter. In the structural description of the 
sentence, the node n labelled NP is not on the boundary. More generally, 
whenever m ANC n in a structural description R and n/m ~ ~2(R/m), the 
yield of R/n will be both preceeded and followed by other matter in the yield 
of R/m. The nesting measure delivers low values unless phrases are nested 
within phrases that are nested within phrases that are.., nested within phrases. 
In order to define degree of nesting formally, we specify that the "source" 
of each node n in a tree R is the closest ancestor m (if any) such that 
n/m ~ ~2(R/m). (To say that m is the closest ancestor of n with a property is to 
say that every m' ANC n with that property has m' ANC m.) 
DEFINITION 3.5 (Bar-Hillel, Kasher, and Shamir, 1967, Definition 1.4a). 
Let []  ¢ N*. For all R e V.  and n e N*, the source Z~(R, n) in R of n is []  
unless n has an ancestor m such that n/m ~ ~2(R/m), in which case •(R, n) is 
the closest such m. For all R ~ V. and n EN*, the degree of nesting v(R, n) in 
R of n is specified recursively by 
,(R, n) = if &(R, n) = UJ then 0 else ,(R, &(R, n)) + 1. 
The definition of self-embedding is similar, except that only nesting of 
phrases of the same type counts toward increasing complexity. Sentences 
within sentences and noun phrases within noun phrases are considered 
complex; noun phrases within sentences do not count. 
DEFINITION 3.6 (Miller and Chomsky, 1963, p. 468). Let [] 6N*.  For 
all R c V,  and n E N*, the source 2~ in R of n is [] unless n has an ancestor m 
such that n/m ~ ~2(R/m) and Rm = Rn, in which case Z~(R, n) is the closest 
such m. For all R ~ V. and n c N*, the degree of self-embedding a(R, n) in R 
of n is specified recursively by 
~(R, n) = if Z~(R, n) = [] then 0 else a(R, Z'~(R, n)) + 1. 
Note that the measure E called "self-embedding" by Bar-Hillel, Kasher, 
and Shamir (1967, Definition 1.4b) is not the same as ~. Any tree R with 
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vR ) 1 has eR ) 1, even if no two nodes share a label! In general, eR is 
either GR or aR ~ 1. No reason for this departure from the original self- 
embedding measure has been put forth. Except for the difference between 
and e, the following result is largely contained in Theorem 1.1 of (Bar-Hillel, 
Kasher, and Shamir, 1967). 
THEOREM 3.7. Let V be any nonempty finite set and let R ~ V , .  Nesting 
is bounded by functions of the other measures: 
(a) vR ~ pR and vR ~ AR; 
(b) ~R ~< ~R; 
(c) ~R ~<1 VI(~R+ 1)-- 1. 
The only other measure bounded by a function of nesting is self-embedding, 
with ~rR ~vR.  
The nodes labelled B in Fig. 1 illustrate the idea of left recursion: the 
A 
c j \A 
c / \A 
/ \  
C B / 
B / \  
B ¢ / \  
B C 
\ 
C 
FIG. 1. Left recursion and right recursion. 
recurrence of symbols along left boundaries in trees and their subtrees. The 
nodes labelled A illustrate the mirror image of this concept: right recursion. 
The empirical objection to depth is that it considers one kind of recursion 
much more complex than the other, although natural anguage users do not 
seem to find one kind of recursion much harder than the other to understand. 
The few examples cited by Miller and Chomsky (1963, p. 472) can be 
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multiplied indefinitely by two simple observations about English surface 
structure. First, we may modify a noun by an adjective with a right recursive 
construction: 
noun ---> adjective noun. 
Second, we may join two nouns to form a compound noun, and the construc- 
tion 
noun -+ noun noun 
is often left recursively applied. Thus, a 
glue remover dispenser lid (3.8.1) 
may also be an 
expensive clear strong lid (3.8.2) 
because it is made of plate glass. The left recursion in (3.8.1) and the right 
recursion in (3.8.2) are both readily intelligible. So are sentences where both 
kinds of recursion occur, at least when they are well separated. The following 
example has a left recursive subject and a right recursive predicate: 
The glue remover dispernser lid fell on the dropcloth that 
covered the rug that covered the floor in the house. (3.8.3) 
Note that (3.8.3) is complex according to depth but simple according to 
bidepth, nesting, and self-embedding. When left and right recursion are more 
intimately connected, complexity rises and intelligibility suffers. For example, 
a structure reminiscent of Fig. 1 occurs in 
The expensive clear strong glue remover dispenser lid fell 
on the floor. (3.8.4) 
Here nesting and self-embedding count the number of zigzag switches 
between left recursion and right recursion, while bidepth also responds to the 
lengths of the branches. At this level of detail there are no strong linguistic 
grounds for choosing among the three symmetric measures: bidepth, nesting, 
and self-embedding. Experimental studies could well provide evidence 
subtle enough to distinguish among these measures. The remark that "self- 
embedding seems to impose a greater burden than an equivalent amount of 
nesting without self-embedding" (Miller and Chomsky, 1963, p. 475) may 
be based on such studies, but none are cited. 
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4. SYNTACTIC COMPLEXITY POSTULATES 
In this section we consider three properties one might reasonably hope for 
in a complexity measure. Lacking mnemonic names for these properties, we 
express them as postulates on an otherwise undetermined measure/z: K,  ~ N. 
Theorem 3.7 and the examples in the literature make it clear that nesting 
and self-embedding are rather optimistic measures. They cheerfully assign 
low values to trees that other measures or naive intuition might consider very 
complicated. This suggests that /x would be unreasonably optimistic if it 
remained low while nesting or self-embedding became arbitrarily large. The 
following postulate asserts that/x is not unreasonable in this respect. 
POSTULATE 4.1. There is a computable function g: N -+ N (which may 
depend on V) such that, for every R ~ V , ,  
vR <~ g[txR]. 
Another property we ask of/z is that removing part of a tree should not 
increase its complexity. This is not so platitudinous as it sounds. Geometric 
patterns and Boolean expressions may become more complex when parts are 
removed in such a way that symmetries are destroyed. We wish to deny that 
symmetry is relevant in syntactic complexity. For example, the sentence 
(3.8.3) about a falling lid becomes less symmetric but no more complex if 
we cut it down to 
The glue remover dispenser lid fell on the dropcloth. 
To formalize this intuition about syntactic omplexity, we use an elementary 
combination of subtree selection and replacement. I f m ANC n in a tree R, 
then we may lift out the subtree rooted at n and put it back at m. The new 
tree R(m +- R/n) has no trace of any third nodes p with n ANC p ANC n. 
Descendants of such nodes (other than n and its descendants) have also been 
deleted. We will only need this operation when Rm = Rn. An even simpler 
operation is to delete all proper descendants of m to form R(m +--Rm). 
Simpler yet is subtree extraction, forming R/m. 
POSTULATE 4.2. For all R ~ V ,  and all m, n ~ Dom R such that m ANC n 
and Rm = Rn, 
ix[R(m +-- R/n)] ~ t~R, ix[R(m <--- Rm)] <.~ I~R, and tz[R/m] ~ ixR. 
The final postulate relates complexity values to the algebraic structure of 
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V . .  (It can be ignored by readers who do not care about Theorem 1.2 over 
and above Theorem 1.3.) For present purposes a loose formulation will 
suffice. See Rosen (1973, Postulate 4.3) for the strict formulation. 
POSTULATE 4.3. The complexity of any tree can be computed from the 
complexities of its maximal proper subtrees, together with a bounded amount of 
information about these subtrees. 
Before comparing the measures from Section 3 with the abstract postulates, 
we note some elementary properties of the measures. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let l* be one of p, A, fl, v, ~. Let R ~ V.  and n, p ~ Dom R. 
Suppose nANC p (and Rn = Rp in case t~ is a). Then ~(R, n) ~ t~(R, p). 
THEOREM 4.5. Postulates 4.1 and 4.2 hoM for depth, bidepth, nesting, and 
self-embedding. Postulate 4.3 holds for depth and nesting. 
Proof. Theorem 3.7 verifies Postulate 4.1. For Postulate 4.2, let R ~ V . ,  
m, n ~ Dom R, m ANC n, and Rm = Rn. We will show that 
(i) ~[R(m +-- R/n)] ~ t~R. 
(The proofs for the rest of Postulate 4.2 are similar but easier.) 
Let S be R(m +-R/n). Each node in S "comes from" a node in R. 
Descendants of m in S come from the corresponding descendants of n in R; 
other nodes in S come from themselves in R. The heavy dot introduced in 
Definition 2.3 provides a concise description of this situation. The tree 
= [ ( ) .  S](m ~ n"  (S/m)) 
acts as index pointing from each node in S to the node it comes from in R. 
In view of the general definition of/~R as a maximum by the Eqs. (3.1), we 
can prove (i) by proving 
(ii) (Vp ~ Dom S)(Ix(S, p) ~ ~(R, Ap)). 
In view of the definition of bidepth as a minimum (Definition 3.4), (ii) 
needs only to be proved for depth, nesting, and self-embedding. This can be 
done with the aid of Lemma 4.4 and an induction on the number of references 
to the recursive definition required to compute tx(S, p). For Postulate 4.3, see 
Rosen (1973, Theorem 4.6). | 
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5. ABSTRACT NONDETERMINISTIC PARSERS 
Throughout this section and the next we suppose that a set V and a measure 
/x: V.  --~ N are given and that Postulates 4.1 and 4.2 hold. We also suppose 
given a positive integer C and a CFG G = (VN, <,  Vr,  P, X) (according 
to Definition 2.5, our slightly nonstandard efinition of CFG's) whose total 
vocabulary VN U V T is V. A parsing machine PM = PM(G, C) is to be 
constructed. After constructing PM, we will impose Postulate 4.3 and 
construct a more intricate parsing machine PMT that can tally complexity 
values. 
Two special assumptions about G are made here but are removed ill 
Section 7. 
ASSUMPTION 5.1. No nonterminal of G is both left recursive and right 
recursive, where A E VN is left (respectively, right) recursive iff there is a string 
derivable from _/t in one or more steps such that ¢ begins (respectively, ends) in .d. 
ASSUMPTION 5.2. For each A ~ ~o e P, either co e VT* or [ co I >/ 2, where 
[ ~o [ is the length of co. 
The machine PM has an input queue named INQ which may hold any 
string of terminals. There are three registers which may hold trees. The 
registers are named CONTROL, STRUCTURE, and INDEX. A state of PM is an 
assignment of values to these variables. In strictly mathematical terms, a state 
is any function ~: whose domain is the set {INQ, CONTROL, STRUCTURE, INDEX} 
of symbols, such that ~INQ is a string of terminals while ~CONTROL, ~STRUC- 
TURE, and ~INDEX are appropriate trees. (The sets of trees allowed as possible 
values here will be specified shortly.) We will define a transition relation 
among states of PM. Computations will be sequences (t0 ,..., ~H) of states 
such that ~:h F-- seh+l for all h < H. 
The set of index trees (possible values for INDEX) is simply (N*) . .  Like the 
tree A in the proof of Theorem 4.6, values of INDEX will point from one tree's 
domain to another's. The set of structure trees is also easy to define: Any tree 
generated by G is a possible value for STRUCTURE. Note that PM is definitely 
not a finite automaton. For the present we are letting the problem determine 
the machine architecture with no insistence on preconceived patterns from 
automata theory. 
The possible values for CONTROL are not so easy to specify, so we will be 
very formal at first. 
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DEFINITION 5.3. Let W be V × {0, 1} × {0, 1} and let SYM: W--~ V 
be the zeroth projection: 
(1) (Yw e W)(SYM w = %). 
A tree S ~ W,  is a control tree iff 
(2) G generates SYM,  S, 
(3) / zSYM,  S < C, 
(4) (Vm, n e Dom S)[(} m ] = ] n ] and m, n have children in S) implies 
m = hi, and 
(5) (Vm, n ~ Dom S)[(m ANC n ~ m, n/m ~ ~2(S/m), and SYM Sm = 
SYM Sn) implies ([Sm]l ~ 0 and [Sn]l ~ 1)]. 
Each w = (Wo, wl, w2) consists of a symbol SYM w = w0, a repetition bit 
w 1 , and a completeness bit w 2 . The map SYM,  from W, into V,  is as in 
Definition 2.2. Condition (2) makes SYM,S  a structure tree. In the states (
of PM of interest o us, SYM.  (CONTROL will be obtainable from ~STRUCTURE 
by a sequence of the contractions in Postulate 4.2. Each node n in ~CONTROL 
will "represent" the node ((INDEX)n in ~STRUCTURE. 
Condition (3) forces control trees to be simple, while condition (4) allows 
just one node of any length to have children. (Recall that nodes are strings of 
integers.) Condition (5) says that repetitions of symbols along subtree 
boundaries are only permitted if marked by a change from 0 to 1 in the 
repetition bit. The completeness bit's use will be clear later. 
Condition (3) and Postulate 4.1 imply that v is bounded on the set of control 
trees. Conditions (2) and (5) then imply the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.4. There are only finitely many control trees. 
DEFINITION 5.5. Let A ~ VN and let ~: be a state of PM. Let S be 
~CONTROL, R be (STRUCTURE, and A be (INDEX. Then ( is initial for A iff 
(a) s = (3,  o, o), R = •, and ~ = ( ) .  
On the other hand, ~ isfinalfor A iff 
(b) ~INQ = ( ) and S( ) = (A, 0, 1). 
Still leaving the transition relation ~-- unspecified, we state the obvious 
definition for PM's  parsing action. 
643/2414-2 
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DEFINITION 5.6. Let A ~ Vz~ and x 6 Vr*. Let ~ be the unique state with 
~INQ = x that is initial for A. The set of parsed structures for x as A is 
PS(x, A) = {~/STRUCTURE [~q is a final state for A and ~ .~-* ~}, 
where ~---* is the reflexive transitive closure of ~---. 
The key to Theorem 1.3 will be to define ~-- in such a way that 
{R e SD(x, X) I/~R < C} 2 PS(x, X) C SD(x, X) 
can be proved. We will do this in Section 6 by means of a microprogram for 
PM- -an  algorithm that assigns to each state ~: the set of states ~/ such that 
~ ~/. (This set may have more than one member in our nondeterministic 
parser.) The ultimate result of a series of tests and operations by the micro- 
program is a single computational step for PM. 
In view of the intricacy of the microprogram, the reader may wish to omit 
it on a first pass. Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 near the end of Section 6 summarize 
all the information about the microprogram needed later. 
Now let us assume Postulate 4.3 as well as Postulates 4.1 and 4.2. Although 
PM can still be constructed, a more intricate machine PMT is now possible. 
In addition to INQ, CONTROL, STRUCTURE, and INDEX, PMT has a register 
TALLY which holds a tree whose nodes are labelled by information about 
complexity computations. Like the set of control trees, the set of tally trees has 
a somewhat unwieldy definition. 
All that matters here is the existence of a large but finite set Z such that 
a tree T EZ .  is a tally tree iff there is a control tree S such that 
Dora S = Dom T. 
In the states of PMT of interest o us, ~CONTROL and ~TALLY will have the 
same domain D. Each n ~ D with the completeness bit on in ~CONTROL will 
have complexity information recorded as ~TALLY n. Nodes with the com- 
pleteness bit off will have arbitrary default labels in ~TALLY. 
By Lemma 5.4 and [ Z [ < oo the number of tally trees is finite, although it 
will usually be very large compared with the number of control trees. 
LEMMA 5.7. There are only finitely many tally trees. 
DEFINITION 5.8. Let A ~ V~r and let ~ be a state of PMT.  Let 
$' ~_ ~/ t  {INQ, CONTROL, STRUCTURE, INDEX} 
be the corresponding state of PNI. Then ~ is initial for A iff ~:' is initial for A 
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and ~TALLY has the default label on its one node. On the other hand, ~: is 
final for A iff ~' is final for A and ~TALLY indicates that ~STRUCTURE should 
have a complexity value less than C. 
Simply by repeating Definition 5.6 with PMT in place of PM, we may 
define the set PST(x, A) of parsed structures for x as A. As with PM, we 
postpone the actual definition of ~-- to Section 6. The key to Theorem 1.2 will 
be to microprogram PMT in such a way that 
{R E SD(x, X) ]/xR < C} = PST(x, X) 
can be proved. 
6. MICROPROGRAMS FOR THE PARSERS 
Because the microprograms for PM and PMT are very similar, we present 
only the microprogram for PM. For an arbitrary state ~:, let x be ( INQ, S be 
{:CONTROL, R be ~:STRUCTURE, and A be ~INDEX. The next state ~? is to be 
defined. 
Call a node n in S complete iff the completeness bit (Sn)2 is on. Begin by 
testing the nodes of maximal length in S for completeness. 
Case 1. [All nodes of maximal length in S are complete.] I f the maximal 
length is zero, then ~ ~ ~. (This may or may not be a final state.) Otherwise, 
let n be the common parent of all nodes of maximal length and let K be the 
number of such nodes. Let A be SYM Sn. 
Now determine whether A is left recursive. 
Case 1.1. [d is left recursive.] Choose any 
and set 
w ~{(A, O, 1), (A, l, 0)} 
and 
~INQ ---- x, 
~CONTROL = S(n  <-- gv), 
•}STRUCTURE ~ R,  
nIXDEX = /l(n ~ An). 
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[A is not left recursive.] Set 
~INQ = x, 
"qCONTROL = S(n  +-  (A,  0, 1)), 
~STRUCTURE ~ R, 
~INDEX = A(n +-- An). 
Case 2. [Some nodes of maximal ength in S are incomplete.] Let n be 
leftmost among the nodes of maximal ength which are incomplete. Test the 
repetition bit (Sn)l. 
Case 2.1. [(Sn)l = 0.] Determine whether the symbol SYM Sn is 
terminal. 
Case 2.1.1. [SYM Sn ~ VT]. I f x  = ( ) ,  then ~/ = ~. Otherwise, x has the 
form (a) "y for some ae VT and ye  Vr*. I f  a @ SYM Sn, then ~ = ~. 
Otherwise, set 
and 
7/INQ = y, 
~CONTROL = S(n  +-  (a, 0, 1)), 
~8TRUCTURE ~-- R,  
"t/INDEX 
Case 2.1.2. [SYM Sn ~ VN]. Let 
ancestor of n such that n/m e 8~(S/m). 
A. 
d be SYM Sn. Let m be the shortest 
(Perhaps m = n.) Let 
U = {SYM Sp 1 m ANC p ANC n =~ p}. 
Choose any production A ~ co in P such that oJ 0 =/= A and co 0 ~ U only 
if n/m ~ Oo(S/m ). (If there are no such productions, then ~ = ~:.) Let K be 
I ~o ]. For each k < K --  1, let fie = 0. Let 
fir-1 =/ f  ~°~;-1 E U and n/m e 01(S/m ) then 1 else 
if coK_ 1 = A then 1 else O. 
Form the tree Q in W.  with K + 1 nodes, such that Q( ) = (A, 0, 0) and 
Q(k) = (ok,/3~, 0) for all k < K. Set 
~/INQ = x, 
~CONTROL = S(n +- Q), 
"qSTRUCTURE ~- R(An +- SYM,Q),  
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and 
nIND~X = A(n ~-- [An] • Q). 
(If S(n +-- Q) is not a control tree, then ~7 = ~.) 
Case 2.2. [(Sn)l = 1.] Let A be SYM Sn. I f  A is not a left reeursive or 
right recursive nonterminal, then ~ ~-- ~. 
Case 2.2.1. [A is left recursive.] Let m and U be defined as in Case 2.1.2. 
Choose a tree P generated by G, such that P has more than one node and each 
node with children has no left siblings and 
P( ) = A = PI 
where I is the leftmost leaf in P, 
(Vm', n' ~ Dora P)[(m' ANC n' ~ m', n'/m' ~ 92(P/m'), 
and Pm' ~ Pn') implies (m' = ( ) and n' = l)], 
and 
nlm ~ So(Sire ) implies (Vp ~ 8oP)(Pp (~ U). 
(If there is no such P, then ~7 ~ ~:.) Form Q~ W.  by letting DomQ be 
Dom P and setting 
Qp = l ip  = I then (.d, 1, 1) else (Pp, O, O) 
for all p ~ Dora P. Set 
~TINQ = x, 
7]CONTROL = S(n  ~ Q) ,  
~STRUCTURE • R(An ~-- P(l  +-- R/An)), 
and 
nINDEX = ~(n  ~-  [~n] • O)" 
(If S(n ~- Q) is not a control tree, then ~/ = ~.) 
Case 2.2.2. [A is right recursive.] Then n has just one proper ancestor m 
such that him ~ 9l( S/m) and SY1V[ Sm ~ A. Set 
nINQ = x, 
"r]CONTROL ~- S(m +- (A, 0, 0)), 
~STRUCTURE ~ R, 
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and 
~INDEX = A(m ,-- An). 
This concludes the microprogram for PM. 
The microprogram for PMT also tests and updates TALLY. Sometimes PMT 
is in a dead state (~1 = ~) when PM is not. This is because the calculations 
involving TALLY have shown that the complexity of the structure under 
consideration must be C or more. In live states PMT acts just like PM except 
for carrying along extra information in TALLY. 
To illustrate the actions of PM and PMT, we will parse aacbcacbb as E 
under a grammar G which includes left recursive and right recursive non- 
terminals. The vocabularies are VN = {E, A, B} and V r = {a, b, c}. The 
productions are 
E --* AcB, 
A --~ AE, A -+ a, 
and 
B -+ EB, B--+ b. 
(The choice of initial symbol and the antiloop relation < are not relevant.) We 
measure complexity with the nesting measure v on V = {E, A, B, a, b, c}. 
The tree shown in Fig. 2 should be in PS(x, E) and PST(x, E) for C = 3, 
FIG. 2. 
E S!\= 
/ \  / \  
A E E B 
I II I 
a b a b 
Structural description for aacbcacbb as E. The  degree of nest ing is 2. 
since its degree of nesting is only 2. We will describe an appropriate computa- 
tion by PNI. 
The initial state se0 and the next state ~1 are displayed in Fig. 3. We display 
INQ at the top, CONTROL on the left, and STRUCTURE on the right. Values of 
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aacbcacbb 
(E,O,O) E 
aacbcacbb 
(E,O,O) E 
(A,O~O) (c,O,O) (a,o,o) A c a 
Fro. 3. States ~0 and ~1 in a computation by PM. 
acbcacbb 
(E,O,O) 
/ \  
(A,O,O) (c,O,O) (B,O,O) A c B 
0 
(a,O, I) ~ / 
acbcacbb 
(E,O,O) E 
/ I \  
I (A, 1,0) (c,O,O) (B,O,O) a 
FIa. 4. States Ca and ~:4 in a computation by PM. 
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INDEX are displayed by curved arrows from nodes of CONTROL to nodes of 
STRUCTURE. Arrows carried down from previous tates are not shown explicitly. 
Figures 3-7 display the most important states in an accepting computation, 
which ends when PM enters a final state ~:81 with 
~zlINQ = ( ) ,  
~31CONTROL = (E, 0, 1), 
~31STRUCTUR~ = R (from Fig. 2), 
and 
~31INDEX = ( )" 
In 31 steps PM found a simple structural description for aacbcacbb as E, 
acbcacbb 
(E,O,O) E 
\ / , \  
C (ADD) (c,O,O) (B,O,O) A /A\E B / \  ( A , I , ~  
coebb 
(E,O,O) 
(A,O,O) (c,O,O) (B,O,O) A / rL  c B 
(A,I,I) (E,O,O) ~ A/E\B 
( A , O ~  
FIG. 5. States se5 and ~13 in a computation by PM. 
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ocbb 
(E,O,O) 
(A,O,I) (c,O,I) (a,o,o) 
E 
/ \  / \  
A E E B 
\ oAcB/  } 
(E,O,O) (B,I,O) I I /  / 
b 
(E,O,O) E 
(A,O,D (c,OJ) (B,O,O) / \ / \ 
l /IX /IX 
aAcBAcB 
(E,O,I) (B,I,O) ol boll b' 
FIG. 6. States ~1~ and ~:26 in a computation by PM. 
and so did PMT with much more work in the microprogram. We now turn 
to the general context. 
THrOREM 6.1. For al lx~ Vr* and A ~ VN , 
(i) (R ~ SD(x, A) I/xR < C} C VS(x, A) C SD(x, A), and 
(ii) {R ~ SD(x, A) ]/zR < C} = PST(x, A). 
The details of the microprograms of PM and PMT are not relevant in 
Section 7, but certain formal properties are very important. In particular, note 
that only INQ and CONTROL (and TALLY in PMT) are actually tested. The 
variables STRUCTURE and I~DEX are merely updated to reflect decisions already 
made. Note too that INQ really is used as a queue. 
Observations such as these will allow us to express Theorem 6.1 in terms 
of finite automata and then to prove Theorems 1.3 and 1.2. The next theorem 
says exactly which formal properties of PM are needed. A similar theorem 
applies to PMT. 
THEOREM 6.2. The construction of PM does not depend on the choice of the 
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(A,O,I) 
(E,O,O) 
/1 \  
(c,O,l) 
/ \  / \  
(B,O,O) A E E B 
\ I / i \  / I \  
\ a AcBAcB \ 
\ I {{ t ~ 
(E,O,O) 
/1 \  
(A,O,I) (c,O,I) 
Fic. 7. 
(B,O,I) 
A/! B 
/ \  / \  
A E E B 
I 
Q 
I 
a 
States ~27 and ~a0 in a computation by PM. 
initial symbol X of G. Furthermore, let EOF be a new symbol (read "end of file") 
and let Head: Vr* ~ Vr u {EOF} with 
(i) (Vx ~ VT*)(Va ~ Vr)[Head x = a iff (3y ~ VT*)(X ----- (a) "y)]. 
There is an effectively constructible function Outcome mapping pairs (a, S), for 
a E VT U {EOF} and S a control tree, to sets of control trees. Whenever ~ P-- 
in PM, 
(ii) ~CONTROL e Outcome(Head ~INQ, ~CONTROL) and 
(iii) SYM ~CONTROL ( ) = SYM ~CONTROL ( ) .  
There are also constructible functions New INQ, New STRUCTURE, and New 
INDEX, such that whenever ~ ~- ~1 in PM, 
(iv) ~/INQ = New INQ(~cONTROL, ~TCONTROL, ~:INQ), 
(v) ~INQ = ~:INQ or (Head ~INQ) - ~/INQ • ~INQ, 
(vi) "qINDEX = New INDEX (~CONTROL, ~]CONTROL, ~INDEX), and 
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(vii) ~STRUCTURE = New STRUCTURE (~CONTROL, "qCONTROL, ~INDEX, 
~STRUCTU~). 
We have defined a parsing machine PM and a much more intricate machine 
PMT with an extra register TALLY. Both machines find all sufficiently simple 
structural descriptions of their input, but only PMT has been explicitly 
forced to fail on complex structures. Does PM ever actually succeed in parsing 
structures of complexity C or more ? Surprisingly, the answer is yes. An 
example is provided by the grammar we used to illustrate the microprogram. 
Let R be the tree shown in Fig. 2, which is in both PS (aacbcacbb, E) and PST 
(aacbcacbb, E). Now consider the tree R' in Fig. 8, whose yield is aaacbcacbbacb. 
Fro. 8. 
A 
! o b 
The tree R' has vR" = 3 because vR = 2, but R' ~ PS(x, A). 
Both machines can parse aaacbcacbb as A, then apply the production A --+ AE, 
and then parse acb as E. Then PMT is locked into its current state by a kind 
of overflow condition in TALLY while PM enters a final state. 
7. SYNTACTIC COMPLEXITY AND FINITE AUTOMATA 
The main barrier between Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 and Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 
is that two restrictive assumptions were imposed on the CFG at the beginning 
of Section 5. Two lemmas will show how to deal with more general CFG's. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let G be a CFG (VN , <, Vr , P, X )  such that 
(1) (gA--~ co ~P)  (co E Vr* or I ~o ] >~ 2). 
There is a set V', a function f :  V'--+ V, anda CFG G' = (VN', <' ,  Vr, P', X'), 
with the same terminal vocabulary, such that 
(2) V' = V~' u V~ and (Va c V~) (fa = a), 
(3) (vA' -~ ~' e P ' )  (co' ~ vT* or I co' I > 2), 
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(4) (VA' e VN' ) (A' is not both left recursive and right recursive), 
(5) (Vx e VT* ) ('¢R' e SD'(x, X')) ( f ,R '  e SD(x, X)), 
and 
(6) (Vx e V~*) (VR e SD(x, X)) (~R' e SD'(x, X'))( f ,R '  ~- R). 
Furthermore, G' only depends upon the choice of X 6 VN as initial symbol for the 
choice of its own initial symbol X'. 
The next lemma involves a map from trees to trees, which rearranges nodes 
in addition to changing labels. We will cite the relevant literature for the 
general class of maps involved, but the specific map used here will probably 
be clear enough to readers familiar only with classical finite transducers that 
process trings. 
Imagine a transducer like the familiar GSM (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969, 
Section 9.3) but able to read in a tree and write out another tree. Beginning 
at the root, the machine reads the label on the node being scanned, adds a few 
more labelled nodes to the output written so far, and goes on to the next node 
in the input tree. What if the node being scanned has more than one child ? 
Then the machine splits into several perfect copies of itself, one for each 
child. The copies move down the input tree independently. When each leaf 
in the input has been scanned, the accumulated output ree is the result of the 
whole process. 
The familiar GSM corresponds tothe special case where each node in a tree 
has at most one child. Moving downward in such a tree amounts to moving 
rightward in a string. Our tree transducer is thus a generalized GSM. See 
Thatcher (1970, Section 6) for an elegant algebraic definition of GGSM's. 
For a more concrete and possibly more intuitive definition, see Rounds 
(1970, Section 1.4). 
LEMMA 7.2. Let G be a CFG (VN, <, VT, P, X). There is a set V', a 
deterministic single state GGSM map 
(a) h: (V'), ~ V ,  
where V= VN U Vr , a CFG G' = (V j ,  <', VT , P', X') with the same 
terminal vocabulary, and a subset Vl'Of VN', such that 
(b) V '= VN'w V~, 
(o) (VA' ~ ,.o' c P')  (o; E V~.* or I ~o' I ~ 2), 
(d) (Vx ~ VT* ) (VY e VI' ) (VR t @ SD'(x, Y))(hR' ~ SD(x, X)), and 
(e) (Vx e VT* ) (VR ~ SD(x, X)) (3Y~ V/) (~R' 6 SD'(x, Y))(hR' = R). 
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Proof. Because there are no loops, G can only generate finitely many 
trees in which each node has at most one child. Let V u' be the set of all such 
trees and let V/ be the subset consisting of trees rooted in X. The initial 
symbol of G' will be X, considered as a member of VI', while the relation < '  
will be empty. 
The set P' of productions i defined in the obvious way. The map h merely 
expands nodes labelled by trees in VN' to descending sequences of nodes that 
spell out the trees. | 
Theorem 1.3 is contained in the next theorem. Given a finite automaton and 
an input string x, let AC x be the set of all accepting computations for x. 
(Perhaps AC x = ;~ .) 
THEOREM 7.3. Let V be a finite set and let ix: V .  ~ N be a syntactic 
complexity measure which satisfies Postulates 4.1 and 4.2. Let G = (VN , <, 
VT , P, X)  be a CFG with total vocabulary VN t_) Vr ~- V. Let C be a positive 
integer. There is an effectively constructible finite automaton M(G, C) and a 
computable map T from the set of accepting computations by M(G, C) into V. ,  
such that 
(i) (Vx • Vr*) (Vk • AC x) (Tk • SD(x, X)); 
(ii) (Vx • VT*) (VR E SD(x, X)) [ixR < C implies (~h • AC x) (Th = R)]. 
Proof. Construct G' = (VN', <', VT, P', X'), V/  C VN', and GGSM 
map h: V. '  --+ V. as in Lemma 7.2. For each T • V/, let Gr' be like G' 
n ~ n t! except for having Y as initial symbol. Construct a grammar Gr (V u , < , 
n Vr, P", A) and a relabelling map f . :  V.  -+ V. '  as in Lemma 7.1. (Note that 
G'~. only depends on Y for its initial symbol A.) Set 
tp V" t' = {A • V N ] A is the initial symbol for some Gr}. 
Rather than attempt to find structures in SD(x, X) directly, we will attempt 
to find structures in SD"(x, A) for A a V~'. Applying hf. to such structures 
should map them into SD(x, X). Indeed, (5) of Lemma 7.1 and (d) of 
Lemma 7.2 imply 
(iii) (Vx a Vr*) (VA • K'~) (VR" • SD"(x, A)) (hf.R" • SD(x, X)), 
while (6) of Lemma 7.1 and (e) of Lemma 7.2 imply 
(iv) (Vx ~ v~*) (VR ~ SD(x, X)) (3A E V;) (~R" ~ SD"(x, A) (hf, R" =R). 
Each grammar G'~. satisfies Assumptions 5.1 and 5.2. We wish to measure 
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i !  complexities of trees in V,  in a way that reflects the values of/x on V , .  
We use the composite map 
/," =/~ o h o f . ,  
so that/,": V.  ---* N. Postulates 4.1 and 4.2 are easily verified for/,". 
tt Using the measure/,", the grammars Gy, and the complexity bound C, 
we can effectively construct he parsing machine PM = PM(G'), C), as in 
Sections 5 and 6. By Theorem 6.2, PM is independent of the choice of Y. By 
(i) of Theorem 6.1, all x E VT* and A e V}' have 
(v) {R" E SD"(x, A) I t*"R" < C} _C PS(x, A) _C SD"(x, A). 
The finite automaton M(G, C) is a sextuple (K, 27, D, 3, i, Ksi), as in 
Definition 2.4. The set K of states consists of the special initial state i together 
with the set of control trees for PM. (By Lemma 5.4, K is a finite set.) The 
input alphabet X is V T . The set Ks~ of final states is the set of all possible 
~:CONTROL such that ~ is a state of PM which is final for some A E V~'. The 
transition map 8 is specified in the obvious way. For example, if p e K --  {i} 
and a E VT we set 
8(p, a) = {7]CONTROL ] (~ ,  7] states of PM) (~CONTROL = p, 
and ~: ~--7], and ~:INQ = (a) - 7]INQ)}. 
The variables ~: and 7] range over an infinity of states of PM, but this is still 
effective by Theorem 6.2. 
A configuration f M(G, C) is any pair in K × Vr*. An accepting computa- 
tion for x is of course a sequence h = (k o ,..., ks) of configurations. Computa- 
tions byPM can be projected to computations by M(G, C); each state ~ of PM 
defines the configuration (~CONTROL, ~:INQ) of M(G, C). By Theorem 6.2, 
the construction of 8, and the definition of PS(x, A) (Definition 5.6), there is a 
computable map T" from accepting computations by M(G, C) into V"., such 
that 
(vi) (gx ~ Vr*) (gk e AC x) (3A e V~') (T"k e PS(x, A)); 
(vii) (Vx e VT*) (VA e V~') (VR" e PS(x, A)) (3k E AC x) (T"h = R"). 
Now consider the composite map 
T = hof ,  oT" 
from accepting computations to trees in V . .  By (vi), (v), and (iii) we have (i). 
By (iv), (v), and (vii) we have (if). I 
Theorem 1.2 is contained in the next theorem. 
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THEOREM 7.4. Let V be a finite set and let t~: V , -~ N be a syntactic 
complexity measure which satisfies Postulates 4.14.3. Let G = (VN, <,  Vr ,  
P, X )  be a CFG with total vocabulary V N tj  V r = V. Let C be a positive 
integer. There is an effectively constructible finite automaton MT(G, C) and 
a computable map T from the set of accepting computations by MT(G, C) into V ,  
such that 
(Vx ~ Vr* ) ({R e SD(x, X) ] ~R < C} = {Tk 1 h e AC x}). 
The proof is almost identical with the proof of Theorem 7.3 and so is 
omitted. We note only that states of MT(G, C) are pairs (control tree, tally 
tree), so that MT(G, C) will in general have many more states than M(G, C), 
even though it accepts fewer strings, finds fewer structures, and is even less 
plausible as a crude model of human parsing. The extra states merely allow 
us to state one equation rather than two inclusions in our theorem. 
THEOREM 7.5. The assertions made in Theorems 1.3 and 1.2 are true of 
depth, bidepth, nesting, and self-embedding. 
Proof. Theorems 4.5 and 7.3 establish Theorem 1.3 for all four measures. 
Theorems 4.5 and 7.4 establish Theorem 1.2 for depth and nesting. If/z is 
bidepth /3 or self-embedding ~r, then more argument is required for 
Theorem 1.2 because Postulate 4.3 does not hold. See Rosen (1973, Theorem 
7.5) for details. | 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
We defined the familiar measures depth, nesting, and self-embedding. We 
introduced a new measure bidepth and remarked that the empirical evidence 
cited in some comparisons of the measures weighed against depth but did 
not distinguish among bidepth, nesting, and self-embedding. 
By constructing abstract parsing machines and verifying their correctness, 
we eventually established Theorem 1.3 for any measure that satisfies two 
very reasonable postulates. Theorem 1.2 holds for any measure that also 
satisfies a reasonable but much less obvious algebraic postulate. Both theorems 
were then derived for the specific measures under consideration: depth, 
bidepth, nesting, and self-embedding. 
Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 may be considered simply as facts or as facts 
together with the key ideas in whatever proofs are available. As naked facts 
they provide no motivation whatsoever for preferring one measure over 
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another. They are true for all the measures under consideration. Because 
they are also true for all reasonable measures, they should not be considered 
so strong as they seem. A similar point has been argued by Schwartz (1962, 
pp. 359, 360) in a provocative discussion of excessively mathematical methods 
in science. 
By considering the proofs as well as the facts themselves we can clarify the 
situation. The reason for the finiteness of the automaton is Lemma 5.4, which 
uses Postulate 4.1 to show that there are only finitely many control trees. Any 
of our measures could play the role of nesting in the postulate, but then we 
would need to augment the proof of the lemma with a thinly disguised proof 
that the other measure satisfies Postulate 4.1 as it stands. Using depth or 
bidepth in place of nesting would also narrow the scope of the results. 
We have seen that nesting is particularly important in the only proofs 
presently available for Theorems 1.3 and 1.2 as applied to measures other 
than depth. Not even self-embedding has proofs that do not depend on nesting. 
To this extent our proofs suggest that nesting is fundamental. 
The proofs lead to another observation which is quite unexpected from the 
standpoint of Section 1. We proved Theorem 1.2 essentially by proving 
Theorem 1.3 and then deliberately crippling the automaton. As was shown 
at the end of Section 6, the register TALLY may cause the automaton of 
Theorem 1.2 to give up on a string which the basic automaton of Theorem 1.3 
can parse successfully. The register TALLY has no useful function, but it 
explodes the number of states in the automaton. Without some assertions 
about the number of states involved, Theorem 1.2 adds nothing to the 
linguistic content of the formally weaker Theorem 1.3. 
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